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ABSTRACT

A Comparative Study of the Effect of Paper-and-Pencil

Versus

Computer Administration of an Achievement Test

by

Perry Sailor , Master of Science
Utah State University , 1994

Major Professor : Dr. Blaine R. Worthen
Department: Psychology

The study examined whether, under comparable testing conditions , second and fourth-grade

students who took a computer-administered

(CA) achievement test in

mathematics achieved the same mean score as comparable students who took the same
test by paper and pencil (PP).
For number correct , the CA standardized mean difference effect size was
- 0 .28, which was larger than the expected effect size of zero , although not
statistically significant at . 05 . It was noted that CA subjects completed the test more
quickly, on the average, than PP subjects (CA effect size for time to completion =
- 0. 79).

When time to completion was statistically controlled , the difference in mean

scores between CA and PP modes vanished (CA effect size = - 0.02) .

VI

Possible explanations for the findings are discussed . It is concluded that ,
based on these results, one would not be justified in assuming CA and PP scores from
elementary school students to be equivalent.
(109 pages)

THE PROBLEM:

COMPUTER VS. PAPER-AND-PENCIL

TESTING

One of the many applications for computers in modern society is in the field of
testing students' learning.
microcomputers,

Particularly with the increasing power and availability of

the perceived advantages of computer-administered

;Japer-and-pencil (PP) testing are frequently cited.

(CA) testing over

For example , Mazzeo and Harvey

(1988) and Wise and Plake (1989) collectively listed the following advantages for CA
testing:

(a) increased test security; (b) lowered costs for production , administration ,

and scoring , which should quickly offset increased development costs ; (c) less testing
rime, particularly for so-called adaptive or tailored tests , in which the computer
chooses items of appropriate difficulty based on responses to earlier items , resulting
in fewer total items needed for assessment ; (d) graphic displays which may
realistically depict movement or other important features , in turn leading to better
measurement of test takers' understanding in certain fields ; (e) more flexible
administration

schedules ; (f) immediate feedback/scoring;

and (g) the ability to

measure response latency and patterns of skipping and changing answers . To the
extent that these advantages are believed to outweigh any perceived disadvantages
(such as initial hardware and software costs) , the use of computers for testing will
continue to proliferate .
While the potential benefits of CA testing are numerous, little is known about
the actual effects of the technology itself on student performance.
Psychological

Association, in its Guidelines for Computer-Based

Interpretations

(American Psychological Association,

The American
Tests and

1986) , asserted that equivalence

of scores from CA and PP administrations of the same test should not be assumed ,
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but should be established and documented before using PP-derived norms for CA
administrations.

This is a practical guideline which is appropriate for handling a

specific situation, but there are important, broader--and still unresolved--questions
well.

as

For example, given the same content domain, or even the same items, does CA

administration produce, on the average , higher scores, lower scores, or the same
scores as PP administration?

If there are differences, what causes them? Empirical

testing is needed to answer these questions.
Possible effects of CA testing could come from two sources:

(a) those related

to personal characteristics of examinees, and (b) those related to characteristics of the
testing situation.

Evidence is scanty concerning individual differences.

Eaves and

Smith (1986) examined the effect of differential familiarity with computers and found
it made no statistically significant difference in test performance, a finding
corroborated by the results of Wise, Barnes, Harvey, and Plake (1989).

Wise et al.

(1989) and Ward, Hooper, and Hannafin (1989) also found no effect for another
individual difference variable, anxiety, while Llabre et al. (1987) , in a correlational
study, found that CA examinees had lower scores and more anxiety.

Because the

present study co ncerns the testing situation rather than examinee characteristics,

the

remainder of this review is restricted to the former category.
Wise and Plake ( 1989) noted that there are three test characteristics that are
almost always present on PP tests but often are not characteristic of CA tests: (a)
allowing items to be skipped and answered later, (b) allowing the review of items
already answered, and (c) allowing examinees to change answers to items. Wise and
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Plake reported finding only one study that examined this issue directly, an
unpublished dissertation done by Harvey (1987), who compared two versions of the
same CA test, one with and one without these three features.

Harvey found no

statistically significant differences between the two versions, but Wise and Plake
noted that college students participated in the study for research credit and may not
have been motivated to do well (and hence would be unlikely to review items or
change answers anyway).
Although a detailed review of the literature will be presented below , it can be
stated here that the present study will contribute to the literature in two ways.

First ,

many previous studies have been characterized by failure either to test or control for
the effects of such variables as ability to change answers or review items, either
confounding these variables with test mode--usually allowing answer changes and item
review in the PP condition only--or not mentioning them at all. Second , only three
previous studies have tested elementary school students , as the present study did, and
none of these three specified whether or not subjects in the CA condition were
permitted to change answers or review past items . The present study controlled
subjects' ability to change answers and review past items in both CA and PP
conditions , and used an elementary school sample . Therefore , it stands as a relatively
pure test of the effects of CA testing on performance, concerning an age group for
which the effects of CA testing are little known.
The general purpose of the present study was to see whether mode of test
administration is associated with student performance on a test of typical school

4
subject matter.

Specifically , the objective was to determine whether elementary

school students obtain different test scores depending on whether the test is
administered

by computer (CA) or by paper-and-pencil

(PP).

5
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In the course of exploring the literature on computer testing, it became
apparent to the author that two dimensions were particularly important in making
sense of the literature, because they had not been systematically explored:
the subjects, and the conditions of testing.
following review.

the age of

These dimensions serve to organize the

At the end of the review, the findings of studies cited will be

summarized as they relate to the present study.

Studies Using Elementary-School
or Middle-School Students
A review of the literature on possible effects of administering tests by
computer reveals that very few studies have used an elementary school sample . Wise
and Wise (1987) administered a 32-item multiple -choice arithmetic test to 68 third and
fourth graders who were randomly assigned to one of three conditions--paper
administered , computer administered with item feedback, and computer administered
without item feedback . (The item feedback consisted of informing the subject
whether the response was correct or not.)

Although the mean score for the computer-

no feedback condition was lower than for the paper condition , an overall analysis of
variance (ANOV A) revealed that differences in mean number correct for all three
conditions did not reach the .05 level of statistical significance.

The standard mean

difference (SMD) for the paper condition (considered the control) compared to the
computer-no

feedback condition was -0.22.

The SMD is computed by subtracting the

control mean score from the treatment mean score, and dividing the difference by the
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control standard deviation.

In the present review, it will also be referred to as the

"effect size" (Glass & Hopkins, 1984). A positive effect size means that subjects in
the CA condition achieved the higher mean score; negative means the PP subjects
scored higher.
Olsen, Maynes, Slawson, and Ho (1989), in a study that also included adaptive
testing, tested nearly 600 third- and sixth-grade students on mathematics application
items from the California Assessment Program item bank.

(In adaptive testing, the

items an examinee receives depend on his or her ability level.

There are many

different procedural models for this, but in general, a computer is programmed to
begin with an item of intermediate difficulty, record whether the response is correct
or not, and then select each successive item based on the examinee's
history up to that point.

total response

In this way, an examinee's ability level can be estimated

very precisely with many fewer items than in traditional testing.)

It is not clear from

Olsen et al. ' s (1989) report if the items in the paper and computer administrations
were identical, but the number of items was identical in each condition.

(Because the

whole point of computer adaptive testing is to use fewer items, one presumes that in
the computer adaptive condition, the number of items was fewer than in the other two
conditions.)

In Olsen et al. 's ( 1989) design , each student was randomly assigned to

one of four groups.
computer-adaptive

Group I took a computer-administered
test; Group 2 took a computer-adaptive

computer-administered

test followed by a
test followed by a

test; Group 3 took a paper-administered

test followed by a
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computer-adaptive
paper-administered

test; and Group 4 took a computer-adaptive

test followed by a

test.

For the present review, the key comparisons would be: (a) the computeradministered test taken by Group 1 versus the paper-administered

test taken by Group

3--each was the first in the two -test sequence for those groups--and (b) the computeradministered versus paper-administered
with a computer-adaptive
report those comparisons.

tests taken by Groups 2 and 4, each taken

test preceding it. Unfortunately,

Olsen et al. (1989) did not

They did , however , report that in a separate "Test Mode x

Order" ANOV A including only the paper - and computer -administered condition s, test
mode differences were not statistically significant at either grade . The computeradministered effect size was 0.06 at grade 3, and -0.002 at grade 6. Olsen et al.
(1989) reported that their subjects had significant computer experience.

However,

neither these researchers nor Wise and Wise (1987) reported whether their subjects
could change answers and/or review previous items .
Ronau and Battista (1988), as part of a larger study on computer diagnosis of
errors in solving ratio and proportion problems, developed computer and paper-andpencil versions of tests on concepts of ratio and proportion.

Two studies were

conducted to compare the influence of these two testing modes.

Study 1 tested 20

eighth graders in a within-subjects design , with half the subjects taking the computer
test first and half taking the paper-and-pencil
was not reported.

test first.

The interval between tests

Study 2 used a between-subjects design, with 20 students taking

the computer version and a different 20 students taking the paper-and-pencil

version.
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Students taking the computer version were allowed to use paper and pencil for
calculation . In both studies, the mean score on the computer version was lower than
on the paper-and-pencil

version . Both of these differences were statistically significant

at the .01 level; effect sizes were -0.72 for Study 1 and -1.63 for Study 2 .
In summary, the three studies using elementary school students (Wise & Wise,
1987 and the two reported in Olsen et al. , 1989) reported no statistically significant
differences between means on computer- and paper-administered

tests , with one

reporting a very small positive effect , one negative , and one essentially zero . In
contra st , the two middle school studie s by Ronau and Battist a ( 1988) found sizable
and statistically significant negative effects of computer testing .
At least two possible explanations for the Ronau and Battista (1988) findings
can be advanced , based on information in their report.

First, students were tested

before being taught the concepts, and mean scores on the tests were quite low--below
50 % . Beach ( 1989) has reported that random responding is more Iikel y on a
computer-administered

test than on a paper-and-pencil

test.

It seems reasonable that

eighth graders being tested on a concept they had not yet been taught may have some
tendency to respond randomly in any case ; if the computer group did this more than
the paper group, as Beach ' s (1989) findings suggest they might , that alone may have
accounted for the computer group ' s lower mean scores.
A second possible explanation is more general, and therefore potentially more
interesting.

That explanation is that the difference in conditions of testing between

the two modes may have caused the difference in test scores . In Ronau and Battista ' s
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(1988) study, subjects were not permitted to review past items, change previous
answers, or return to skipped items in the computer condition, but were permitted to
do so in the paper-and-pencil

condition . None of the studies using elementary

children as subjects reported on these variables, so conditions are not known.
The failure either to equate testing conditions between the computer and paper
mo9es , or even to report whether or not they were controlled,
many studies in this area.

is characteristic

of

Of 21 separate studies meeting criteria established for

inclusion in the present review (that is , studies including a direct comparison between
student performance

on a CA and PP aptitude or achievement test of the same length ,

and including no graphics more complex than simple line drawings), only 8 reported
allowing subjects to change answers and review past items in both the computer and
paper modes . In other words, only 8 studies provided truly comparable conditions
between the CA and PP modes of administration . (Incidentally,

none of the 8 used

elementary -age students.)

Studies Providing Comparable Conditions
Between CA and PP Testing
Four of the eight analyses providing comparable testing conditions were
reported by Mazzeo, Druesne , Raffeld, Checketts, and Muhlstein (1991). Mazzeo et
al. investigated the comparability
administered
Examinations

of scores from paper-and-pencil

versions of the College Level Examination Program's
in Mathematics and English Composition.

and computer(CLEP) General

A within-group design was

used , with half the subjects taking the computer version first and half taking the paper
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version first.

All items were multiple choice.

Items on the two versions of each test

were not identical, but each test was separately calibrated to the CLEP 200-800 score
reporting scale, with a mean of 500 and standard deviation of 100 . The Mathematics
paper- and computer-administered

tests had no items (of 90) in common, while the

English Composition tests had 29 of 95 items in common.

The average interval

between tests is not reported , but the authors report that paper-and-pencil

tests were

given during a 3-day interval, and that computer testing began 4 days before and
ended 4 days after this interval, so the range could have been 0-7 days.
Composition,

In English

all subjects took computer and paper tests the same day.

The results of Mazzeo et al.' s (1991) first study suggested that, despite efforts
to design CA versions of the exams that were administratively

similar to PP testing

(that is , both modes allowing item review and changing answers, and both being
comparably timed) , statistically significant mode-of-administration

effects were found .

For the English Composition test , the computer effect size was -0.27, while for the
Mathematics test the effect size was -0. 13.
For Study 2, Mazzeo et al. ( 1991) attempted to make the CA and PP tests
even more administratively

similar.

Although the speed factor in the tests was very

small, some students were concerned that in Study 1, the clock continued to run
during the delay between items on the computer version.
not run between item presentations.

In Study 2, the clock did

Moreover, in Study 2 the computer subjects

were given a means to skip items but mark them to return to later , much as students
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taking paper-and-pencil

tests often do . Finally, practice items were changed so that

they more closely matched items on the actual exams.
On the Study 2 English Composition exam, the difference in mean scores by
mode of administration

was not statistically significant at the .05 level (effect size =

-0 .005); for the Mathematics test, a slight difference remained in favor of the paper and-pencil test (effect size = -0.09) but this difference was also not statistically
significant.
Harrell , Honaker , Hetu , and Oberwager (1987) administered a CA and PP
version of the Verbal scale of the Multidimensional
undergraduate s, using a counterbalanced

Aptitude Battery (MAB -V) to

repeated measures de sign . The two versions

used identical items , and the CA version was designed to be highly comparable to the
PP version . Administrative

conditions were very similar but may have been a bit

more restrictive under the CA condition.

Subjects taking the test via computer could ,

after each item response selection , either back up to the previous item , erase the
response, or continue to the next item.

Presumably subjects in the PP condition could

go back to any item , not just the previous one.

Also , it is not clear if CA subjects

could change the answer to the previous i tern or mere! y review it. However , it may
be that CA subjects could go back one item at a time, in a successive fashion , thus
providing them access to any previous item at any time . This would make conditions
of the CA test completely comparable to the PP test.

Unfortunately , the report is not

written in such a way as to make clear exactly what the adminstrative conditions
were .
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Subjects were assigned to one of four groups . Group 1 took the paper-andpencil version twice.

Group 2 took the paper version , then the computer version .

Group 3 took the computer version , then the paper-and-pencil
the computer version twice.

version . Group 4 took

Testing sessions were about one week apart.

Mean scale scores for all five subtests of the MAB-V were compared among
the four groups using MANGY A; the overall group effect was not statistically
significant at .05.

An effect size was computed by the present author using the

combined Verbal IQ means for the first administration given to Groups 1 and 2 (both
PP) , compared to the combined Verbal IQ means for the first administration

given to

Groups 3 and 4 (both CA); the size of the computer effect was 0.27.
Huba (1988) used adults (mean age 34 years) in a study of the comparability
of PP and CA versions of the Western Personnel Test, a 24-item test of general
ability . The items measure proofreading , cultural knowledge, recognition ,
computational

skills , ability to recognize a numerical sequence , design reorganization,

and logical thinking.

Subjects were allowed to skip items , jump backward to correct

previous items , and review and change all responses.

Group I took Form A of the

test via CA, and Form B via PP, with half receiving Form A first and half Form B
first.

Group 2 took Form A via PP and Form B via CA, again with one half

receiving Form A first, and the other half receiving Form B first.

Differences in

mean scores between computer and paper modes were not statistically significant for
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either form.
- 0.38.

The effect size for Form A was 0.15; for Form B, the effect size was

1

Ward et al. (1989) attempted to determine whether a computerized test which
"incorporates

traditional test taking interfaces" (p. 329) has any effect on students'

performance.

These traditional interfaces included the ability to skip and review

items.

The authors do not explicitly state that any answer could be changed at any

time , but given that the purpose of their design was to create maximum similarit y to a
traditional paper -and-pencil test , it seems reasonable to assume this was the case .
Ward et al. randomly assigned college students from an advanced -level course in
Special Education , in a between-subjects

design , to take a 25-item multiple choice

class test either by CA or PP. The mean performance difference was not statistically
significant at .05; the effect size was -0.27 .

Studies in Which Administration Conditions
Are More Restrictive in the CA Condition
As one might expect, studies which permit answer change and item review in
only the PP condition consistently show negative computer effects.

In addition to

Ronau and Battista ' s (1988) two studies reviewed above , three other similar studies
have been found.
Eaves and Smith (1986) investigated the effects of computer experience as well
as mode of administration,

using a sample of 96 college students who took a class test

'Huba (1988) reported means but not standard deviations; effect sizes were
computed from the .Evalues using a formula found in Taylor and White (1990).
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in an educational media class.

Subjects in the PP group could move back and forth

on the test, scan the test as a whole , correct errors recognized on later review, etc.,
while CA subjects could look at only one item at a time , could not change responses
once given, and could not scan the test or skip items.

Groups of students with no

computer experience , 1 to 10 hours experience, and more than 10 hdurs experience
were each randomly assigned to either PP or CA mode.
Experience"

Results of a "Mode x

ANOVA , with numbe r correct as the dependent variable , yielded no

stat isticall y significant differences at .05 . The overall computer effect size was -0.14 ,
with effect size s of -0 .29, -0 . 18, and 0 .09 for the no experience , 1-10 hours
experience , and more than 10 hours experience groups , respectively . This may
indicate some negative CA effect for inexperienced computer users , although the lack
of statistical significance means that chance cannot be ruled out as the cause of the
results.
Lee , Moreno , and Sympson (l 984) administered a 30-item test of arithmetic
reasoning to 654 male Marine Corps recruits, who were randomly assigned to either
the PP or CA mode.

They did not allow subjects in the CA group to change answers

or refer to previous answers.

A statistically significant effect in favor of the PP

group was found, both on raw number correct and on number correct adjusted for a
covariate.

2

The computer effect size, measured on both the raw means and on the

adjusted means, was -0 . 19.

2

The covariate was number correct on the Arithmetic Reasoning subtest of the
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery , which all subjects had taken 2 weeks to 6
months before the experiment.
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Lee and Hopkins (1985), as part of a study of the effects of training on

computer test performance, administered 30-item tests of arithmetic reasoning to 92
undergraduates in a within-group design. Subjects were randomly assigned to training
or no-training groups. Subjects in both groups took the PP version of the test, then
an anxiety measure, then, after one week , took the anxiety measure again, then an
innocuous "Personal Preference Questionnaire (PPQ)," then the computer version of
the test. The "training" consisted of taking the 20-item PPQ either by CA or PP.
The CA version of the test, unlike the PP version, did not permit answer changes or
review of past items. Results revealed that training did not account for a statistically
significant amount of variance on the CA version of the test, so an overall comparison
of the PP test mean to the CA test mean seems reasonable. The mean score on the
PP test was higher than on the CA test (computer effect size -0.29) , and the
difference was statistically significant at .05. However , it should be noted that the
two versions of the test had no items in common . Items for both versions were
drawn from a common pool and "matched judgmentally in terms of apparent difficulty
and mathematical principles required" (Lee & Hopkins , 1985, p. 3), and the authors
believe the difficulties were "closely equivalent" (Lee & Hopkins , 1985, p. 8), but it
is possible that the items on the CA version were simply more difficult.

Comparison of Results of Studies with
Comparable PP and CA Conditions to Studies with
More Restrictive CA Conditions
The mean effect size for the five comparisons in which answer changes and
review of past items were allowed on only the PP version of a test is -0.59; for the

16
eight studies in which comparable conditions of item review and answer change held
between modes, the mean effect size is -0.10.

However, for the three previous

studies using elementary school children as subjects, authors did not report whether
conditions differed on the two test modes . The present study corrects these deficits
by making PP and CA test administration conditions match as closely as possible
when administering

the test to elementary school students , by precluding answer

change and item review in both the PP or CA ver sions .
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PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

The general purpose of the present study was to see whether mode of test
administration

is associated with student performance on a test of typical school

subject matter.

Specifically, the objective was to determine whether elementary

school students would obtain different test scores depending on whether the test is
administered

by computer (CA) or by paper-and-pencil

(PP) . Based on the previous

research reviewed on the prev ious pages, it was expected that if both groups were
operating under identical conditions with respect to ability to change answers and
review already-completed

items, then mean scores on the tests would not differ to a

statistically significant degree . This is in accord with results of studies using college
students and adults ; as mentioned, no studies were found which reported comparable
CA and PP conditions and which used elementary students .
The research question to be answered, then, was this:

Under comparable

testing conditions , do elementary school students who take an achievement test
administered

by computer achieve the same mean score as comparable students who

take the same test by paper-and-pencil ? It was predicted that under comparable
testing conditions with respect to answer changes and review of previous items , there
would be no difference in performance between students taking CA and PP tests--that
is, not only would there be no statistically significant difference at the conventional
.05 level, but the effect size would be very nearly zero.
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METHOD

In the present study , elementary school students took a 25-item math test, with
half of the students randomly assigned to computer and half to paper-and-pencil
administration. Test items were visually identical in both formats. Neither group
was permitted to change answers or review previous items. In the CA condition, the
computer program incorporates this restriction; in the PP condition, the investigator
monitored the testing to ensure compliance .

Pooulation and Sample
All second- and fourth-grade students at Pleasant Green Elementary School
were tested . Pleasant Green is located in Magna, Utah, in suburban Salt Lake City,
and is part of the Granite School District. This raises the issue of population validity
--how comparable are Pleasant Green ' s students to other students in the Salt Lake
area? How confident can one be that findings from Salt Lake City are generalizable
to the rest of Utah, or to the rest of the United States?
Bracht and Glass (1968) differentiated between two types of population
validity : (!) the extent to which one can generalize from the experimental sample to
a defined population, and (2) the extent to which individual differences
("personological" variables) interact with treatment effects. For example, mode of
test administration could interact with gender, age, ability, trait anxiety , or various
other variables. If so, the differential effects will limit generalizability. Some of
these variables--grade level and ability--were measured and their possible effects
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tested in the present study. But this reveals nothing about students whose ability or
grade level are outside the range of the present study.
Within the first type of population validity--generalizing from sample to
population--there are two levels of inference that collectively define generalizability.
The first deals with the extent to which the experimental sample is representative of
the accessible population of second- and fourth-grade Pleasant Green students, while
the second deals with the extent to which the accessible population is representative of
a larger target population. The first type should not be an issue. All second- and
fourth-grade classes were tested. This does not represent all second and fourth
graders who attend Pleasant Green, because the school operates on a year-round
schedule, so only about 75% of the students are attending at any one time. However,
the "tracks" are formed by an essentially random process, so results should be
generalizable to the 25% of students who are "off track."

Further, generalizing the

results to other Pleasant Green students--grades 1, 3, and 5--is probably safe. None
of these grades is more than one grade removed from a tested grade .
Pleasant Green students seem quite representative of the Salt Lake area . The
school is located in a middle class, suburban area on the far western fringe of
suburban development in the Salt Lake valley, very similar to other suburbs west of
the city.
All fifth graders in Utah take the Stanford Achievement Test (SAT) each
spring. Pleasant Green's 1992 median percentile of 59 on the SAT's Math Total
subtest ranked 31st of the 63 elementary schools in the Granite School District , and
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was identical to the percentile of the median student in the district (Granite School
District, 1992). The median percentile for the state of Utah was 62 (Granite School
District, 1992).
The issue of generalizing to students outside suburban Salt Lake is
problematic . Ultimately, the research question pursued in this study should and will
be decided by similar, replication experiments performed in a variety of settings with
samples differing on such variables as age, socioeconomic status, academic
achievement, gender , ethnicity, computer experience, and other relevant variables.
Over time, such replication will produce a body of pertinent knowledge . In the
meantime , the investigator 's judgment is that the results of the present study are
applicable to middle class elementary school students who are familiar with computers
(Pleasant Green students spend about 45-60 minutes a week in computer lab).

Design
A posttest-only control group design, with matching on ability (Campbell and
Stanley, 1963), was used for this study. There were three classes of second graders
and two classes of fourth graders tested. All students at Pleasant Green are taught
math by their regular classroom teacher. Scores on the spring, 1992 administration of
the Utah Core Assessment Series, Elementary Mathematics, were obtained, and the
students were listed in rank order (with tied students listed in random order) . Then
one of each adjacent pair of students was randomly assigned to take the CA version of
the test, while the other took the PP version. Students without scores were randomly
assigned.

2l
According to Campbell and Stanley (1963) , blocking on a subject variable that
is presumed to be related to the dependent variable (an achievement measure, in this
case) can provide "an increase in the power of the significance test very similar to
that provided by a pretest" (p. 26). Blocking in conjunction with the posttest-only
control group design makes an already powerful experimental design even more
powerful (Campbell & Stanley , 1963). Matching may be considered a special case of
blocking . As Kerlinger (1964) put it:
Instead of splitting the subjects into two, three , or four parts, however,
they are split into N/2 parts, N being the number of subjects used; thus
the control of variance is identified and built into the design . Matching
is theoretically a more powerful method of achieving this aim, because
it uses most of the variance due to the variable . (p. 285)
Campbell and Stanley ( 1963) agreed: " ... matching plus subsequent randomization
usually produces an experimental design with greater precision than would
randomization alone" (p. 49).

Data and Instrumentation
There are three variables in the study: (a) the scores on the standardized math
test, the Utah Core Assessment Series , which were used for matching; (b) the
independent variable, mode of test administration; and (c) the dependent variable,
number correct on the 25-item math test. The standardized math test is a criterionreferenced test developed by the Utah State Office of Education and administered each
spring to all students in the state. Procedures developed to ensure content validity,
described in detail in the technical manual (Utah State Office of Education, 1988),
seem very adequate . Information concerning concurrent or predictive validity is not
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available.

Coefficient alphas for the two parallel forms of the Grade l test are . 94

and .88; for the Grade 3 test, the alphas are .92 and .93.

Parallel form correlation is

.74 for Grade 1, .83 for Grade 3 (Utah State Office of Education,
Mode of test administration

is straightforward;

1988).

one student in each matched

pair was randomly assigned to take the test via paper-and-pencil , while the other took
the identical test via computer.

All test conditions--location,

time of day, ability to

change answers or review past items--were held constant across groups . The
dependent variable , math test score , will now be discussed at some length.
Jostens Learning Corporation has developed an "integrated learning system"
which they market to schools across the nation . Becker (1992) summarized
characteristics

of integrated learning systems as those

... supplied by a single vendor and containing instruction and practice
problems covering a multiple-year curriculum sequence. This software
is housed on a central server computer linked in an electronic network
to fifteen to thirty student computers . Specific lessons are
automatically loaded into each student's computer when that student
"logs in" based on continuing assessment of that student ' s previous
accomplishments and current learning needs. (p . 2)
The Jostens system consists of instructional lessons and "Unit Tests"--one for
each 10 lessons.

The present study used two 25-item multiple-choice

for each grade tested, and paper-and-pencil
possible.

Unit Tests , one

versions that matched them as closely as

Tests were selected by the investigator in consultation with the students'

math teachers, to ensure that students had in fact been taught all the skills tested.
second-grade

test chosen assesses students' ability in the following five skills:

using addition and subtraction facts and tens , (b) adding / subtracting without

(a)

The
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regrouping, (c) adding with regrouping, (d) subtracting with regrouping, and (e)
applying addition and subtraction.
the following areas:

The fourth-grade test assesses students' skills in

(a) multiplying/dividing without regrouping, (b) multiplying with

regrouping, (c) relating multiplication and division, (d) dividing with partial products ,
and (e) dividing with short form algorithm (Jostens Learning Corporation,

1989) .

A paper-and-pencil version of each test was developed using MacDraw II
software.

To match conditions on the computer test, only one item was placed on

each page, and an attempt was made to make each item look as much as possible like
the computer version in size, layout , and style (except the paper version does not have
color) . The paper-and-pencil

Validi~and

tests are contained in the appendices.

Reliabilit)'.

Validity . Cronbach (1971) defined validation as the process by which
evidence is collected to support the types of inferences to be drawn from test scores.
For these tests , the inference intended by the test developer to be drawn is that the
scores measure degree of mastery of the five skills listed above for each test.
Crocker and Algina ( 1986) listed a series of steps to be taken in a content validation
study, including defining the performance domain of interest , selecting a panel of
experts, matching items to the domain in some structured framework, and
summarizing the data from the matching process.
For the present study, it is argued that the inference to be drawn is different ,
and that the requirement for content validity evidence is therefore less stringent.

In

the present study, the i mportant factor is not whether the test measures any particular
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performance

domain, but whether the test measures whatever it measures equally for

the CA and PP subjects.

Validity for the purpose intended by the developer would be

sufficient but not necessary to establish validity for the purpose of the proposed study.
For the present study, it is submitted that the following procedure is adequate to
establish validity:

The investigator selected several tests from the curriculum

gei:ierally appropriate
documentation

level

for second (or fourth) graders, as prescribed by Jostens product

manuals.

The students' teachers then chose a test for which all items

met the following criteria (from Crocker & Algina, 1986):
1.

Appropriate

subject matter--that is, the ski ll has been taught

2.

Level of cognitive processing required is appropriate

3.

Appropriate

stimulus (question) format

4.

Appropriate

mode of required response.

to the grade level

In sum, the present validation procedure differs from that of a "classic"
content validation study in the following respects.

First , rather than writing items and

matching them one by one to a performance domain, an entire test was chosen based
on the teacher's judgment that it appears to test appropriate
way.

material in an appropriate

Each item was then compared with the test developer 's list of skills tested to

ensure there is a match with one of these skills.

Second , rather than using a "panel

of experts,"

a set of items was chosen by the child's own classroom teacher (in

consultation

with the investigator).

matches.

Finally, there was not a summary of item-domain

An entire test was chosen (and many other entire tests were rejected).
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It is important to remember that the focus of the present study is the mode of
test administration.
not relevant.

The issue of what particular math domains the test measures is

The key issue in validity (Crocker & Algina, 1986 , Ch . 10; Messick ,

1989) concerns the "usefulness of inferences drawn from test scores for a given
purpose under a prescribed set of conditions" (Crocker & Algina , 1986, p. 238).

It is

argued that the procedure for test selection is adequate to ensure that inferences drawn
about effects of mode of test administration are valid .
Reliability.

KR-2 ls calculated on pilot data collected at the Edith Bowen

Laboratory School at Utah State University were approximately

. 7 for grade 2 and .8

for grade 4. Considering that the test measures five separate skills, these seem
reasonably high . Test-retest reliability has not been assessed, but it is expected that
the skills assessed on these tests do not exhibit much random fluctuation over time.
There is only one form of each test, so alternate form reliability cannot be assessed .

Procedure
Pleasant Green was the site of all testing.

PP students were tested in their

classrooms , with the investigator administering the tests.

While PP students were

taking the test in their classrooms , their CA classmates were tested in the school's
computer lab. The classroom teacher accompanied them to the lab , where they
followed their normal "log on" procedure and were presented with the test.
Students were told they were going to take a short math test, that it would
have 25 multiple-choice

questions, and that it would not affect their grades.

They

were instructed not to review previous questions and not to change answers once
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marked.

Students were observed by the investigator during testing to be sure they

adhered to these conditions.

Only one item appeared on each page, which helped

with monitoring and also served to make CA and PP conditions more similar (because
the computer showed one item per screen).

Students in the CA condition had paper

and pencil available for computation.
After testing, students were asked not to talk with students from other classes
about the test or anything they did , until all classes had been tested.
was completed,

After all testing

students were debriefed as whole classes (as part of a mini-lesson on

the scientific method) .

Analysis
Analyses were done with the General Linear Models procedure (PROC GLM)
of the SAS software system (SAS Institute Inc. , 1988) . The general analytic
procedure followed below is a series of comparisons of linear models , as
recommended
Kleinbaum,

and described by several authors (e.g . , Pedhazur , 1982, Ch . 10;
Kupper , & Muller , 1988, Ch. 20).

In general , to test the statistical

significance of a particular independent variable, one tests the increment in the
proportion of variance in the dependent variable accounted for (R2) when a model
containing that variable is compared to one which does not contain it, using the
formula (Pedhazur , 1982, p . 62 ; Jaccard, Turrisi, & Wan , 1990, p. 18; Kleinbaum et
al., 1988 , p . 156):
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(R\ - R\ ) I (k, - k2)

.E =

--------------------------

(l -

where

R\

.R2 1) I (N - ls, - 1)

R2 for the model with more predictors (full model)

R\ = R2 for the model with fewer predictors (restricted model)

k,

=

number of predictor vectors in the full model (1 for each continous
variable; Number of categories - 1 for each categorical variable)

k2

=

number of predictor vectors in the restricted model

N = total sample size
and .Ehas k, - k2 and N - k, - 1 degrees of freedom.
With a simple two-group comparison, this approach is mathematically
equivalent to a 1 test (or .Etest) . The advantages of the linear models, or
"regression," approach, are that (a) it enables one to test the effect of mode of
administration , while controlling for the fact that the design is unbalanced (i.e., the
numbers of subjects in each condition at each grade are not equal), and (b) it enables
one to easily add other variables (e.g., score on the matching test) to the model, for
additional statistical control (Cohen , 1968).
In addition to the tests for statistical significance, effect sizes (with PP
considered the control condition) were also calculated for all PP vs. CA comparisons.
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RESULTS

The research question to be answered was: Under comparable testing
conditions , do elementary school students who take an achievement test administered
by computer achieve the same mean score as comparable students who take the same
test by paper-and-pencil?
Means for each mode at each grade are shown in Table 1.

Table l
Mean Scores. Standard De viations. and Ns for Each Mode at Each Grade

Grade
2

4

Overall

Mode

Mean

SD

!!

Mean

SD

!!

Mean

SD

N

Paper

12.4

5.0

35

16.0

5.3

28

14.0

5 .4

63

Computer

11.6

5.9

26

13.6

4.9

25

12.6

5 .5

51

Overall

12 . 1

5.4

61

14.9

5.2

53

13.4

5.3

114

The first model tested had three predictors:

mode (computer or paper-and-

pencil), grade (2 or 4), and the joint effect, or interaction , between mode and grade.
This model was compared to a model which contained only mode and grade as
predictors.

R2 for the three-predictor

predictor model.

model was .092, compared to .086 for the two-

The incremental change in R 2 for the third predictor , the interaction

between mode and grade , was .092 - .086 = .006 , meaning the interaction accounted
for only 0 .6% of the variance in scores.

This was tested for statistical significance; ..E
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(1 and 110 dt) = 0.62, which is not statistically significant at 12 = .05.

Thus it can

be concluded that the effect of mode, if any, is constant across both grades.
Consequently,

in subsequent model comparisons the interaction sum of squares was

pooled into the error term, as recommended by several authors (e.g., Pedhazur,
p. 377; Kleinbaum et al., 1988 , p. 468; Applebaum & Cramer,

1982 ,

1974).

The next test compared a model containing the predictors mode and grade to
one containing grade only.

This comparison shows the percent of variance accounted

for by mode , controlling for grade.

(Grade must be controlled for because the design

is not balanced ; i.e., the cells have unequal ns.)
and grade was .086, while
incremental

If

.If for

was .019, with

R2 for

the model containing mode

the model containing grade alone was .067; the

.E(l,111)

= 2.36, 12 = .13.

Mode, therefore,

accounts for 1.9 % of the variance in scores (a measure of effect size), an amount
which is not statistically significant at .05. The standard mean difference effect size,
computed on the mean for each mode (adjusted for grade), was -0 .28.
The reader may recall from the review of literature that the mean effect size
from the studies in which the CA test had more restrictive conditions was -0.59,
while the mean effect size from studies in which conditions were comparable was 0.10 . It was predicted that the effect size in the present study would be nearer the
latter value, or, more precisely , "near zero."

The obtained effect size of -0 .28 was

not expected, albeit the difference from zero is not statistically significant; thus
chance cannot be ruled out as a cause.
Results of the analysis are summarized in Table 2.
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Table 2
Summary of Analysis of the Relationship of the Independent Variable Mode to Scores

R2

Predictor(s)

Model
1

Mode, Grade, Mode x Grade

.092

2

Mode, Grade

.086

3

Grade

.067

Result

Test
Model 1 vs. Model 2

E (1, 110)

Model 2 vs . Model 3

E (1,111) = 2.36 n.s.

R2 Change

= 0 .62 n .s.

= .006

= .019
R2 Chanoe
0

-

Effect Size

Mode

Mean (Adjusted for Grade)

Paper

14.2

5.4

Computer

12.6

5.5

-0 .28

A score on the matching test, the Utah Core Assessment Series, was available
for 87 of the 114 students in the study and was used to pair subjects before randomly
assigning them to modes of administration.
randomly assigned.)

(The students without scores were

In an attempt to gain additional precision in the analysis, a

separate analysis was done for these students , with the test used for matching
(hereinafter called pretest) entered in all models as an additional predictor.
The results of such an analysis must be viewed cautiously in this case, because
the group of students with a pretest score available are not a random subset of the
total sample; one could reasonably suppose, for example , that as a group they are
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from less mobile families and have a lower rate of absences , just to name two
possibilities.

The means and standard deviations for this analysis are shown in Table

3; models tested and their associated R2 are in Table 4 .
As Table 4 shows, the increment in B.2 was very small and not statistically
significant for each of the interaction terms (comparisons of Models 1 vs. 2, 1 vs. 3,
2 vs . 4 , 3 vs. 4) . Consequently,

the interaction sums of squares were pooled into the

error term , and Model 4 was compared to Model 5 in order to test the effect of
mode . The increment in B.2 when mode is added to a model contai ning grade only
was .017 , which was not statistically significant at .05 (.p=.11).

The effect size on

the group means adjusted for grade and pretest was -0. 27 . Overall , the results for the
subgroup of students with pretest scores was near! y identical to those obtained on the
total sample.

Therefore,

no further analyses were done on this subgroup; the

remainder of the analyses in this report included all students tested .

Time as a Dependent Variable

In doing the literature review for this thesis, the author encountered no studies
in which time to complete the test was included as a variable.

However , in collecting

pilot data for the present study , the investigator noticed that the children taking the
test via computer took, on the average, less time to complete the test than those using
paper and pencil.

Consequently , the investigator decided to measure time to

completion during testing.

Means and standard deviations are shown in Table 5.
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Table 3
Mean Scores, Standard Deviations, and Ns for Each Mode at Each Grade--Students
with Pretest Scores Only

Pretest
Grade
2

4

Overall

Mode

Mean

S.D

!!

Mean

SD

!!

Mean

SD

Paper

75. l

19.4

28

60.1

21.8

19

69.0

21.5 47

Computer

75.9

17.7

21

60.7

22.4

19

68.7

21.2 40

Overall

75.4

18.5

49

60.4

21.8

38

68.9

21.3 87

N

Posttest
Grade
Overall

4

2
Mode

Mean

SD

!!

Mean

SD

!!

Mean

SD

N

Paper

13.0

4.9

28

15.5

5.3

19

14.0

5.1

47

Computer

12.2

6. 1 21

13.7

5.0

19

12.9

5.4

40

Overall

12.7

5.4

14.6

4.9

38

13.5

5.2

87

49
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Table 4
Summary of Analysis of the Relationship of the Independent Variable Mode to
Scores. with Pretest an Additional Control Variable

R2

Predictor(s)

Model
1

Pretest, Mode, Grade, Mode x Grade, Mode x Pretest

.470

2

Pretest , Mode, Grade, Mode x Grade

.470

3

Pretest , Mode , Grade , Mode x Pretest

.468

4

Pretest , Mode , Grade

.468

5

Pretest , Grade

.451

Result

Test
Model 1 vs. Model 2

E (1,81) = 0.009 n.s.

R2 Change = .00006

Model 1 vs . Model 3

.E ( 1, 81)

R2 Change

Model 2 vs. Model 4

E (1,82) = 0 .32 n.s.

R2 Change = .002

Model 3 vs . Model 4

E (1 ,82)

Model 4 vs . Model 5

E (1,83) = 2.60 n.s.

= .0005
2
= .017
-R Chanoe
e,

=

=

0. 24 n. s.

0.08 n.s.

=

.002

R2 Change

Effect Size

Mode

Mean (Adjusted for Grade)

Paper

14.5

5. 1

Computer

13. 1

5.4

-0.27
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Table 5
Mean Time to Completion, Standard Deviations, and Ns for Each Mode at Each
Grade

Grade

4

2

Overall

Mode

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

n

Mean

SD

N

Paper

12.5

5.2

35

13.2

3 .8

28

12. 8

4 .6

63

8.3

4.0

26

10.3

5 .0

25

9 .2

4 .6

51

10.7

5. 1

61

l l.8

4.6

53

l l. 2

4.9

114

Computer
Overall

Models tested and results of the analysis are shown in Table 6 .
As Table 6 indicates, the interaction of mode and grade did not add much
predictive power (R 2 Change
significant

CE=

0.49).

=

.004), nor was this addition to .R2 statistically

The test for the addition of mode , controlling for grade ,

revealed a sizeable effect (R 2 Change = .135), which was statistically significant

CE=

17.51, p < .0001).

The standard mean difference effect size for mode was

-0 . 79; that is, the computer group on the average completed the test 0. 79 standard
deviation faster than the paper-and-pencil

group.

This finding may be of import for at least two reasons.
interest in its own right.
computer?

First , it is of some

Why should examinees work faster when tested by

This question will be explored in the Summary and Discussion section to

follow . Second, it raises the obvious question of whether time to completion might
be a moderator of the relationship between mode of administration and score . A
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Table 6
Summary of Analysis of the Relationship of the Independent Variable Mode to Time
to Completion

Predictor(s)

Model

Mode , Grade , Mode x Grade

. 152

2

Mode, Grade

.148

3

Grade

.013

Result

Test
Model 1 vs. Model 2

.E(1 , 110) = 0.49 n.s.

If

Model 2 vs. Model 3

.E(1 , 111) = 17.51 p<.0001

R2 Change=

Change = .004
. 135

Effect Size

Mode

Mean (Adjusted for Grade)

Paper

12.9

4 .6

Computer

9 .2

4 .6

-0.79

simple correlation revealed a statistically significant relationship between time and
score (I

=

.38, p < .0001) . Consequently , further analyses were done .

Time as an Independent Variable
The variable time to completion was examined for possible effects as a
predictor of scores , and as a moderator of the mode -score relationship.

The question

is, what happens to the mode-score relationship when time to completion is controlled
(i.e. , entered first into the regression equation)? To answer this question , models
were created and tested as summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7
Summary of Analysis of the Relationship of the Independent Variable Mode to
Scores, with Time an Additional Control Variable

R2

Predictor(s)

Model
1

Time , Mode , Grade, Mode

x Grade, Mode x Time

.200

2

Time , Mode, Grade, Mode

x Grade

.200

3

Time , Mode , Grade , Mode

x Time

.192

4

Time, Mode, Grade

. 191

5

Time, Grade

. 191

6

Time

.144
Result

Test
Model 1 vs. Model 2

.E(1, 108) = 0.05 n.s.

2
.B.
Change

=

.0004

Model 1 vs. Model 3

.E(1, 108) = 1.08 n.s .

2
.B.
Change

=

.008

Model 2 vs. Model 4

.E(1 , 109)

=

1.19 n.s.

2
.B.
Change

=

.009

Model 3 vs. Model 4

.E(I, 109)

=

0.15 n.s.

2
.B.
Change

= . 001

Model 4 vs. Model 5

.E(I , 110) = 0 .0 1 n.s.

2
.B_
Change

=

.0001

Model 6

.E(1,112)

2
.B.
Change

=

.144

=

18.83 p< .0001

Effect Size

Mode

Mean (Adjusted for Grade)

Paper

13.5

5.4

Computer

13.4

5.5

-0.02
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As Table 7 shows, neither interaction term (Mode

x Grade, or Mode x

Time) added much predictive power, either with the other interaction term already in
the model (Model 1 vs. Model 2; Model 1 vs. Model 3), or added to the main effects
alone (Model 2 vs. Model 4 ; Model 3 vs. Model 4). All incremental
very small and none were statistically significant.

Jf

values were

Likewise, the effect of adding

mode to the model containing time and grade was small and not statistically
significant (Model 4 vs. Model 5).
When one compares the results of the analysis in which time was an additional
predictor (Table 7) to that in which time was ignored (Table 2), it appears that the
effect of including time is to moderate the effect of mode. When time is ignor ed
(Table 2), there is a computer effect size of -0.28 standard deviation , although this is
not statistically significantly different from 0. When time is held constant (i.e.,
included as a predictor in all models), as summarized in Table 7, the effect of mode
almost vanishes (effect size

=

-0.02) . This is completely in accord with the original

prediction of no mode effect.
In summary , the difference in mean scores between the CA and PP mode is
not statistically significant at the conventional .05 level ; however , the CA effect size
of -0.28 is larger than expected.

When time was statistically controlled , the

difference between CA and PP modes disappeared (effect size

=

-0.02) .

It should be noted in passing that time to completion alone accounts for 14 %

of the variance in scores (Model 6) . The simple correlation of time with score is
positive,

r = .38,

Q. < .0001.

Of course, entering time on the "predictor" or
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independent variable side of the equation does not make it a causal variable.

The

logic of the present design does not permit causal attributions for any variables except
the manipulated variable mode .
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SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The prediction in the present study was that the computer (CA) and paper-andpencil (PP) groups would not differ in mean scores.

It was predicted that not only

would the scores not differ to a statistically significant degree, but that the effect size
would be very nearly zero. This prediction was based on a review of prior studies in
which test-taking conditions (specifically the ability to change answers and review
items) were similar in the CA and PP conditions; the mean effect size for these
studies , none of which used elementary-age students , was -0 . 10.
With respect to the above predictions , results from the present study are
somewhat ambiguous . The difference in mean scores between modes is indeed not
statistically significant at the conventional .05 level ; however , the CA effect size is
-0.28, which is larger than expected.
Subjects in the CA condition completed the test much more quickly, on the
average , than subjects in the PP condition . The difference was both sizable (effect
size = -0 .79) and statistically significant at 12 < .0001.

Because the length of time to

complete the test was positively correlated with the score achieved (I = .38) , it was
speculated that time might moderate the relationship between mode and score.
Indeed, when time was statistically controlled, the difference in scores between CA
and PP modes vanished (effect size = -0.02).
These findings , of course, raise more questions than they supply answers.
One question has to do with the direction of causality, which is far from obvious in
this case.

Does taking more time really cause higher scores, in the sense that taking
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more time and care leads to fewer mistakes?
other way around?

Or , is the direction of causality the

This could be the case, for example, if students who do not know

how to solve a problem just make a random guess, which takes less time than
working out a solution.

Or is the relationship something more complex?

As

mentioned previously in the Results section, the logic of the design of the present
study does not permit an answer, because time was not manipulated.

Further studies,

in which time per item is somehow experimentally controlled , are necessary.
A second question raised by the results of the present study is , why should CA
students work so much faster?

With respect to this question , the literature on

computer testing yields no clues, so all one can do is speculate .
One possibility lies in the conditions to which the particular students used in
this study are accustomed . The computer lab is a familiar environment for them .
According to their principal , they spend about 45-60 minutes a week there, engaged
in activities very much like the experimental situation.

Indeed , to these students, the

test they took in the present study was just another Jostens Unit Test, the kind they
take quite often in computer lab .
By contrast, the PP condition might have seemed much more serious and
evaluative to the students involved.

First, it was more like the usual testing situation.

These students understand a "test" to involve sitting at a desk using paper and pencil.
Also, the present investigator--an

unfamiliar person--administered

answer changing and item review could be monitored.

the PP test, so that

This may have contributed to

a sense among the PP students that they were being evaluated (even though they were
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told the test would not count toward their grades), and caused them to answer more
carefully, which was reflected in longer times and (somewhat) higher scores.

One

direct way to investigate this possibility would be to interview or survey the subjects
after the test; an indirect, but possibly just as valid, method would be to see if the CA
group made less use of the scratch paper provided to both groups.
A second possibility may lie in the findings of Beach (1989), who found that
undergraduates

who fill out an attitude scale on computer are more likely to give

random responses than those using paper and pen cil ; Beach also found that CA
subjects, whether they gave any random responses or not , reported being less careful
about their responses than PP subjects.

(Random responses were defined as nonsense

responses , e.g. , responding "true" to "I was born on February 30th . ") Beach did not
measure time to completion in his study , but his findings are consistent with both
shorter times and lower scores on a CA achievement test than on a PP version .
Beach attributed the increased tendency to respond randomly on a CA test to
increased ease of response ; that is , pushing a key (or , in the present study, clicking a
mouse) is just physically easier than filling in a circle with a pencil.

It requires less

care , less thought, and (by implication) less commitment to the response.

Another,

related possibility is that some mouse-click responses were actually made accidentally.
Future research in this area should investigate this possibility through postexperiment
interviews.

It would also be of interest to measure time to respond on questions

answered incorrectly,

as opposed to time on correct answers.

Jostens system does not permit this.)

(Unfortunately , the

More generally, an obvious way to check if the
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mode effect is in fact, more narrowly, a mode of response effect is to include an
additional experimental

condition in which subjects read items from a computer

screen, but make responses with a pencil on paper.
Clearly, it is important to learn more about the role of time (or, to put it
another way, speed) in computer testing.

First, further CA vs. PP studies should be

done with time measured, to see which, if any, of the relationships found in the
present study can be replicated:

i.e., CA students take less time, time is positively

correlated with score, and time moderates the mode-score relationship . Second ,
experimental

studies , with time manipulated, should be undertaken to attempt to

establish whether time is causally related to score, and whether the causal
relationship,

if it exists, is the same for CA and PP administration.

In the meantime, the present study provides evidence that there is no effect of
mode of administration,

if time to completion is statistically controlled.

Of course,

in

a practical testing situation, where examinees can work as quickly as they like, the
mode effect could be quite real, even if mode of administration

as such has nothing to

do with it. Assuming no control for time, the results of the present study are
ambiguous.

There appears to be a small negative computer effect of -0.28 standard

deviations,

relative to PP scores--but the study was not powerful enough for the effect

to be statistically significant,

so chance cannot be ruled out as the source of the effect.

However, even though the results of the present study did not attain statistical
significance at the conventional

.05 level, if the CA effect size of -0.28 is in fact an

accurate population estimate, the implications are rather large, because of the current
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prevalence of high-stakes testing throughout American education (e.g., for college
admission, high school graduation, and career-ladder eligibility).

One would certainly

not be justified in blindly treating CA and PP scores as equivalent , based on the
present results.
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APPENDIX A
GRADE 2 TEST

51

GRADE 2 MATH

NAME:

52

Which makes 20?
0

10 + 30

0

30- 20

0

20 + 20

0

60- 40

53

2

Which makes 16?
0

8+9

0

7+1+4

0

9+ 7

0

8+2+3

54
3

There are 13 ~.
How many~

A

eats 6.

are left?

o 7

o5

06

o2

55
4

There are 17 ~.
There are 9

A

eats some.

~ left.

How many did the
0

7

0

8

0

10

0

9

eat?

56

s

20 + 40 - •

= 10

What goes in the •
0

20

0

90

0

40

0

50

?

57
6

Which makes 34?

0

34
+10

0

23
+11

0

26

+12

0

34
+20

58
7

Which makes 22?

0

60
- 20

0

87
- 65

0

71
- 51

0

42
- 10

59
8

~

~

10 ...

___

J?encils
, "---

"'-··

+

Ari
v

1
o····
l:,··
..
:...:· ...

10
Pencils

Pencils

"

What goes in the •
0

57

039

0

24

0

59

?

60
9

86
- 65

•

What goes in the •
0

21

0

30

0

11

0

75

?

61
10

+.

47
87

What goes in the •
0

47

0

30

0

19

0

40

?

62
11

+

ones
6
4
10

3
li
4

-

What goes in the •
0

40

0

50

0

41

0

61

?

63
12

renns

+

ones

5
2

6
7

7

13

--

What goes in the •
0

93

0

73

0

101

0

83

?

64

13

38 + •

= 43

What goes in the •
0

81

0

1'5

0

3

0

5

?

65

· · · 14

+.

62

70

What goes in the •
0

12

0

8

0

4

0

11

?

66
15

Which does not need to be regrouped?

0

26

+27

0

34

+45

0

0

34

+ 8

26

+14

67
16

•

12

11

- 18

What goes in the •
0

7

0

6

0

8

0

5

?

68
17

Which needs to be regrouped?

0

0

25
- 14

0

69
-10

0

35
- 29

25
-11

69

18

70 - •

= 61

What goes in the •
0

9

0

11

0

31

0

7

?

70

19

61
- 19

What goes in the •
0

52

0

58

0

48

0

42

?

71
20

There are 24

~.

9

How many~

~ run away.

are still here?
0

15

0

14

0

11

0

9

-

72
21

Which addition matches
the subtraction?

0

0

60
+ 13
73
48
+ 15
63

0

73
- 15
58

53

+ 20
73

0

58
+ 15
73

73

22

48

-11
35
What goes in the
0

2

0

3

0

6

0

5

I

?

74
23

~
+16

52
What goes in the
0

8

0

6

0

4

0

2

I

?

75

24

+.

60

78
What goes in the •
0

8

0

14

0

18

0

10

?

76
25

70

What goes in the •
0

32

0

28

0

18

0

30

?

77

APPENDIX B

GRADE 4 TEST

I

78

GRADE 4 MATH

NAME:

-----------------------

79
4-1

•

•

•

•

Which division matches the picture?
o 8 I4 tens 4 ones

o 214 tens 8 ones

418 tens 4 ones

o 218 tens 6 ones

o

80
4-2

4 hundreds 3 tens 2 ones

2

x

Which is the same problem in short form?

0

346
x 2
434

0

x

2

0

400 + 30 + 2

x

2

432

0

x

2

81
4-3

,

"I

,

"I

"'II

,

• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
•

Which division matches the picture?
0

4fso

a

sl2o

O

612o

II

1-'1

82

Which problem shows the number
of tires on 4 trucks?
0

302
x 4
1208

302

0

x

4

1288

0

302

x 2
604

0

302
x 4
1248

83
4-5

.......
.... .

Five children share 250 marbles.
Each child gets the same amount.
How many marbles will each child get?
o 5 marbles o 15 marbles
o

50 marbles o 25 marbles

84

4-6

Which answer must be regrouped?
0

O

1 ten
x

2 ones

4
4 tens 8 ones

9 tens O ones
x
5
45 tens O ones

0

8 tens 1 ones
x
7
56 tens 7 ones
6 tens 3 ones

O

x

6

36 tens 18 ones

85
4-7

36

Which is the same?
+

36
36
36

144
36

0

x

4
124

2

0

36
x 4

144

0

~4

x 6
144

0

~8
x 3
144

86
4-8

Which has the wrong answer?
2

306

0

x

1

4

x

1224
203
x 4
812

4

2928

1

0

732

0

1

0

330
x 5
1550

87
4-9

•

1

3724
x 3
11172
What goes in the •
0

4

0

2

0

3

0

1

?

88
4-10

What will I see if I press
these keys on my calculator?
5 x 400 =
0

2000

0

200

0

2500

0

5400

89
4-11

6 x 7 =42
Which division matches this problem?

7
0

42~

6
a 42D

12

0

3!42

90

4-12

Which operation do we
use to check division?
o

addition

o

subtraction

o

division

o

multiplication

91

4-13

4

·~

These two problems match.
What goes in the •
0

7

0

28

0

6

0

3

?

92

4-14

Which division is wrong?
4
0

7 f3(f

-28

-2

4

0

4ITT
-16
-2

0

3
6124

-18

-6

5
0

9 f45
-45

0

93

4-15

3
3f902

-1

What goes in the

I

0

902

0

9

0

90

0

3

?

94
4-16

21

4!92
-8
12

\Vhatgoesinthe
0

3

0

4

0

16

0

2

I?

95

4-17

14

6fs4
- 6
24

-·

0

\Vhatgoesinthe
0

14

0

24

0

21

0

6

I?

96
4-18

The total of the ages of
these animals is 12 years.
What is the average age for
one of the animals?
o

3 years

o 2 years

o

4 years

o 8 years

97

4-19

•

31237
-21
27
-27
0
What goes in the •
0

97

0

73

0

237

0

79

?

98

4-20

Which equals 90?
0

6 I120

0

4 f 480

0

41360

O

s 1200

99
4-21

Which has the wrong answer?

0

201
41804

0

42
3 I 126

0

41
512005

0

201
8 I 1608

100

4-22

61
41276
-24
36

-36
0
Which division shows the answer?

69
0

41276

79
0

41276

0

108
21276

92

0

3 I276

101

4-23

•

2W2
What goes in the •
0

46

0

56

0

61

0

66

?

102

4-24

Which division is wrong?

104
0 31312
-3
1
0
12
12

0

0

65
3 I195
-18
15
-15
0

0

99
5f495
-45
45
-45
0

189
041816
-4
41
-32
96
-36
0

103
4-25

3402
6120412
-18
24
-24
-

What is wrong with
this division ?

1
0

12
12
0
o The answer should have 3 digits.
o The tens digit should be a 2.
o The thousands digit should be a 5.
o Nothing. The answer is correct.

